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WELCOME TO THE AMAZING
WORLD OF SCIENCE
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Where does food go after you’ve eaten it? Why can ﬁngerprints be used to
solve crimes? How does a seed become a plant?
There are all kinds of unusual events such as these happening everywhere
in the natural world around you. They are things that happen for reasons,
but often the reasons are pretty mysterious.

SCIENCE is the wonderful and often surprising experience of looking for

Ed

the reasons. It is asking questions and discovering secrets about ordinary
things like rocks and rain or about extraordinary things like comets and
cyclones.

SCIENCE
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is the exciting adventure of trying to solve mysteries. It is the
way people apply their natural curiosity to learn and understand more
about their world.
This book is full of investigations that will help you take a close look at
some of the amazing things which go on around you. You’ll use some
scientiﬁc processes (see page 6) to ﬁnd some answers to questions
about happening in your own body, and in the environment (see page 7).
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Start by reading “How To Be A Good
Scientist” (page 8) and the very
important rules for “Safe Science”
(page 9).
Then... let your mind be open... ask
questions...and have a great time...
performing and discovering some of
the amazing wonders of science.
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SCIENCE IS DOING...
Science is something that people do. These are the processes that scientists use
to do science:
Using all the senses to gain information about objects and
happenings (phenomena)

Measuring

Identifying length, width, mass, volume or temperature of objects
or happenings
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Observing

Gathering specimens and data

Collecting
Identifying

Sorting and grouping objects and events based on some common
characteristics or relationships
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Classifying
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Naming and describing objects and phenomena and their
properties

Comparing &
Contrasting
Interpreting
Sequencing

Seeing similarities and differences in objects, events and
relationships

Recognising
Relationships

Seeing connections and relationships between objects and events,
including cause and effect relationships

Predicting

Using observations and previous discoveries to propose possible
outcomes of future events

Inferring

Using collected data and observations to propose explanations of
events that have occurred

Forming
Hypotheses

Making guesses or assumptions to propose explanations / results
of a particular event or experiment

Experimenting

Setting up a controlled situation in order to test a hypothesis or a
prediction
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Explaining the meaning of data collected
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Putting objects and events in order according to size, importance,
occurrence or other factors
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Controlling
Variables
Drawing
Conclusions
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Recognising and manipulating the factors that affect the outcome
of events and experiments
Examining outcomes and making assumptions about what
happened and why

Forming Models

Constructing a physical or mental representation of objects or
events

Reporting &
Recording

Communicating observations, data and results – orally, visually or
in writing
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SCIENCE IS FINDING OUT...
The processes for doing science help you learn about...
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The human body
Body systems
Body defences
The ﬁve senses
Nerves and Reﬂexes
Observing animals
Plants
Animal families and groups
Life cycles
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Life processes
Growth of plants and animals
The natural environment
Food chains
Ecosystems
Ecology and conservation
Health and ﬁtness
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HOW TO BE A GOOD SCIENTIST
Here are some hints for you to follow as you continue being a scientist.
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Are you interested in ﬁnding answers to puzzling problems?
Good! Then you're great scientist material.

Keep your eyes wide open and watch for unusual
things. Wonder about everything; don't take anything
for granted. Constantly ask questions such as:
"What will happen?"
"Why is this happening?"
"What did I learn from this?"

BE ORGANISED

Get all your materials together before you start an
investigation. Read and follow directions carefully.
Keep good records! Write down what you see and
what you learn in a notebook. (In this book, many
investigations have data sheets that go with them.
Use these to keep records.)

BE WISE

Follow all the rules for safe science (see page 9), and
take good care of your science equipment and supplies.
You don't want to have a fun science adventure spoiled
by an accident or broken equipment.

BE INVENTIVE

Don't be afraid to try different things, to ask more questions,
to make guesses about what might happen,or to come up
with a different way of checking out some thing. If something
didn't work out or something is still puzzling you, try another
experiment. Keep asking questions such as:
“What might happen if I tried this?”
"What more could I ﬁnd out?"
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BE CURIOUS
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BE PATIENT
ENJOY THE
“DOING!”
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Take plenty of time to perform your experiment or
investigation. And if it doesn't work right, be willing to
try again. Try to analyse why it didn't work, and keep trying.
Don't worry if you don't understand everything or ﬁnd
every answer. Even the most brilliant scientists don’t
understand everything. There are still lots of mysteries in
the world of science. All the fun isn’t in getting the answer,
most is found in the process of looking for it!
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SCIENCE SAFETY
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Here are some simple rules to
follow every time you perform
science activities:

•

book or adult.
Don’t eat off utensils that have been used for science activities.
Don’t eat leaves or berries from plants you’re studying.
If you’re working with animals, wear gloves, and touch the animals only if
an adult tells you it’s safe to do so.
Use batteries and dry cells, not household current, as sources of electricity
for your experiments.
Remember that water and electricity are a deadly combination. Keep wet
hands and water away from sources of electricity.
When you’re ﬁnished with an investigation, wash your hands and all
utensils thoroughly, and clean up the work area completely.
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NEVER point the open end of a test tube towards yourself or others.
NEVER put your face or eyes up close to a chemical or mixture.
NEVER taste, touch or eat a substance unless you are told to by a reliable
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• ALWAYS get adult permission and help when you use ﬁre or electricity.
• Tie back long hair and roll up baggy sleeves. Wear an old shirt or smock to
protect clothes.
• Cover the work area with newspapers.
• Keep a bucket of cold water nearby at all times.
• Have a ﬁre extinguisher and ﬁrst-aid kit nearby.
• Before you start, read all the directions. Then follow them carefully.
• Always work cautiously and be alert. Be careful not to bump into others
who are working.
• Take care with chemicals. Label each bottle and keep containers covered so
they won’t spill.
• Wear goggles if the experiment involves chipping rocks or any splashing.
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Science Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Life Sciences

Activity: Heart

LISTENING IN ON HEART SOUNDS

Investigation

You need:

uc

50 cm of rubber tubing
2 small funnels
scissors
watch with a second hand
sturdy paper cup
a friend
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Here are two simple stethoscopes you can make to hear someone’s heart beat.

or
2. Insert a funnel into each end
of the rubber tubing. Place
one funnel against a friend’s
chest near the heart and the
other end on your ear. Listen
carefully. Count the heartbeats
per minute.
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1. Cut the bottom out of the cup.
Put the largest end against a
friend’s chest just to the left
of the centre. Press your ear
against the other end of the
cup and listen, (Do not touch
the cup with your hands.)
How many beats do you hear
in a minute?

What’s Happening?
The paper cup and the funnels “magnify” the sounds of the heart, making them loud
enough for you to hear clearly. The heartbeat sounds are made by the two halves in the
heart opening and closing.

REPRODUCIBLE
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Science Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Life Sciences

Activity: Heart

HOW TO SEE YOUR PULSE

Investigation
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Did you ever actually see your pulse? Here’s a way to watch it with your own eyes.

You need:

uc

• thumb tacks
• toothpicks
• stopwatch or watch with a second hand
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1. Push the sharp end of the thumb tack
into the centre of one toothpick.
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2. Use two ﬁngers to ﬁnd the spot on your
wrist where you can feel your pulse. Lay
the head of the thumb tack on this spot.
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3. Hold still and watch the toothpick. You
should see it move with every heartbeat.
Use the watch to help you ﬁnd out how
many times the toothpick moves in a
minute.

What’s Happening?
The blood rushes through your blood vessels with each contraction of your heart. This
rushing causes your pulse. The force of the rush also causes your skin to move a little which
makes the toothpick move.

REPRODUCIBLE
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Science Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Life Sciences

Actvitiy: Variation In Species

WHOSE FINGERPRINTS?

Investigation

All human beings belong to the same species, and we’re all alike in many ways. But every
one of us has different ﬁngerprints!
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inked stamp pad
blank index cards
pens
tall drinking glass
typing paper
masking tape
soap
water
paper towels
magnifying glass
lots of friends
“The Great Fingerprint Mystery” data sheet
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You need:

Br

2. Practise making ﬁngerprints.
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1. Use index cards to make two sets of
ﬁngerprint cards for each person. Use
separate cards for each hand. (See page 25.)
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• Wash and dry your hands well.
• Ink your thumb by rolling it lightly from
one edge to the other on the ink pad.
• Press it ﬁrmly onto a piece of white paper
in the same way - rolling it from one side
to the other.
• Practise making prints until you can get
clear, unsmeared prints that show the
lines.
3. Help each other make prints of all ten ﬁngers
carefully on the cards. Do one ﬁngerprint at a
time.
4. Look at the types of prints on the next page.
Label each of your prints with “A”, “L” or “W”.
5. Now that you have everyone’s prints on ﬁle,
do some detective work. Set up and solve the
mystery on the data sheet.
REPRODUCIBLE
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